Levels and Views

Stop! Before you go any further into this article, by far the
easiest way to understand the relationship between Revit's
Level and Views
is to watch my YouTube video
tutorial
. Of course you're more
than welcome to read the article below. But a narrated
video paints a thousand words!

If you're new to Revit, you may be interested in my " Beginner's Guide to Revit Architecture "
84 part video tutorial training course
. The course is 100% free with no catches or exclusions. You don't even need to sign-up. Just
enjoy the course and drop me line if you found it useful. The
full course itinerary can be viewed here

In this article we are going to talk about Levels and Views. To simplify matters I’ll start off by
talking about Levels, then go onto and Views and finally I will talk about the relationship
between Levels and Views. As always, if you have any queries relating to these articles please
ask away in our Forums. OK, let’s get started.
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Levels

Levels are at the very heart of Revit. In order to use Revit effectively you need to be comfortable
with what they are and how they are used. The easiest way to think about Levels is to envisage
them as infinitely large planes, that are always horizontal and that have a set height in the Y
direction. You can have as many Levels in your project as you wish. The minimum number of
Levels you must have is one.

So what do we use Levels for? Well, anything that needs to be at a specific height. For example
a floor plate, the top of a wall, the underside of a ceiling, the head of a window. Levels ARE
used for setting the heights of your floors, but they are used for a LOT, LOT more than that.

When you first start a new Revit Project using the default Revit template, you are given two
default Levels. Each of these has a Plan View already created….
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The Plan View names are “Level 1” and “Level 2” as you may expect.

Now if we switch to an Elevation View, we can see the Level Markers for these two Levels……

The Level Markers contain the Level name and it’s absolute height in the 3D world.

Each Level can have a Plan View associated with it. For example, if you have a four storey
building, you would probably like to have a Plan View for each of the Levels associated with four
floors.
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Let’s summarise what we have talked about so far:-

· Levels are horizontal 2D planes with no boundary, that reside in the 3D model world

· Levels MUST have a Name and a Height.

· The Heights is measured in the Y axis in our 3D model world

· You can have as many Levels as you like

· Levels “may” have a Floor Plan View associated with them, but do not necessarily need to.

Views

Quite simply, Views are how we are able to see our 3D model (and 2D details!) and
communicate it’s form and composition to others. Revit has many View Types for you to use.
These include:-
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· Floor Plan Views

· Elevation Views

· Section Views

· 3D Views

· Reflected Ceiling Plan Views

· Drafting Views

· Camera Views

A number of Views are created by default when you load the standard template. These can be
seen in the
Project Browser…..
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You can see each individual View listed under it’s relevant category name. For example: “Level
1
”
and “
Level 2
” are
Floor Plan Views
and are listed under the “Floor Plans” category.

You can create additional Views as you need them by switching to the “View “ Design Bar and
selecting the View type you need…….

Some Views can be generated automatically by Revit. For example, when you a Section Line
(using the “Section” tool) Revit will automatically create an associated Section View. It will name
this as “
Sect
ion 1
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” by default. You can of course rename this to whatever you wish.

The Relationship between Levels and Views

As we said above, each Floor Plan View MUST have a Level associated with it. If we look at the
properties for a Floor Plan View we can see…..
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You can see that the “Associated Level” is set as “Level 1”. This is a parametric relationship. Ie
if we change the height of Level 1, the Floor Plan View will always show the correct
representation (ie what object you would expect to see on this Level)

When you create a new Level…..

Revit will automatically create a new Floor Plan View for this Level. However if you choose to
create a new Floor Plan View (by use of the View Design Bar) Revit will need to know what
Level this new View is to be associated with, hence the prompt…..
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